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Only Right by Half
A SKED what were the primary economic
and social problems that have occupied
the minds of politicians and economists during recent years and which have been the main
subject of newspaper editorials and television
panel discussions, one might come up with
this short list: balance of payments, devaluation, inflation, employment, prices and incomes,
cuts and economies.
The government has not lacked advice on
these problems, whether sought or unsought,
but its failure to produce anything faintly resembling a solution to any of them is indicated by its clutching at the latest gimmick
popularly known as the "Back Britain
Campaign."
The main Opposition in Parliament, however, can offer nothing better itself. If the
Conservatives knew the answers, they would
have applied them when they had the chance.
From this, one might reach the conclusion that
there are no answers—at least no long-tern,
ones—and the ordinary man might be forgiven for assuming that the country's economic problems are like the weather—beyond our
control.
This would be a wrong and dangerous
assumption. Wrong, because our economic ills
are of our own making; dangerous because
such a view leads inevitably to the cry for
more government intervention. Even those
who find scapegoats, whether they be the
"gnomes of Zurich," labour unions or capitalists, see no answer but in more government
control, intervention and economic planning.
The few voices raised against government
economic planning, led by Enoch Powell,
Conservative M.P. for Wolverhampton, S.W.,.
do offer logical answers to our many dilemmas
—they consist largely of not getting into the
dilemmas in the first place.
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The advocates of a free and unplanned economy, outcasts on the political scene for many years, have recently come into their own. They were right about devaluation; they are right now about the need for the abolition of exchange control. They were right about the
farce of the National Plan and they are right now as
to the real instigator of inflation—the government itself.
They were right about the virtual impossibility of controlling prices and they are right now about the inevitable collapse of the incomes policy.
These voices have not been crying in the wilderness;
they have been echoed in unexpected quarters where disillusionment with the orthodox economic ideas has given
rise to an examination of what have long been regarded
as economic heresies.
It is something that in the financial columns of the
Sunday Mirror the obvious was stated with such unequivocating clarity. "The more the Government spends,
the more paper money it spews into the economy, and
that chases prices up. In three years the volume of bank
notes in circulation has swollen by £473,000,000 to over
£3,200,000,000."
A number of articles on the subject of monetary inflation were sparked off by the publication of the
"National Recovery Programme" published by the
Commonwealth Industries Association and the Economic
Research Council. This booklet, (5s.) sets out with devastating logic the sequence of events leading up to inflation and puts the blame fairly and squarely where it
belongs—on the Government.
The Times, February 7, carried an article by Professor John Jewkes arguing the case for free enterprise and
condemning the planned economy with its big and little
"Neddies." A week later, Fred Catherwood, Director
of the National Economic Development Council, attempted
a reply. The most significant paragraph in Mr. Catherwood's
article was this: "The trouble with the anti-planners is
that they seem to live in an idealised world with a perfect self-balancing international economy, and not in the
rough, hard, unbalanced world of today, a world of
restrictive practices, international tariffs, quota restrictions, border taxes, economic nationalism, absenteeism,
and all the other actions of non-economic man."
So, in effect, we are being told: "Do not rid yourself
of all these anti-social and economically unsound restrictions; accept them and plan your way out!"
It is no argument to talk of being a realist as Mr.
Catherwood continually does. Being a realist and not a
dreamer in Mr. Catherwood's book means unquestioning
acceptance of the injustices in society and a religious
faith in the government.
But the free marketeers, logical and sensible as their
arguments are, offer only a sound mechanism for the
production, distribution and exchange of wealth within
a climate of freedom and real hopes for steady
growth in the economy. But this is not enough. The
mechanism of the free market will always be superior
to any that man can devise, but without equity in the
20

distribution of wealth (not a free market function) our
basic problems of poverty will remain.
Those who argue for the unplanned economy are fighting not only the power-happy bureaucrats and certain
entrenched interests but also the genuine socialist reformer
who in his pursuit of social justice erroneously blames
laisser-faire economics. To answer them, the non-planners
must show the real cause of the maldistribution of wealth
and the remedy, and this they cannot or do not do.

Reports on Land Prices
(From the Estates Gazette)
A STOUNDINGLY
HIGH
PRICES
/^ONTRARY to our expectations agricultural land held
its value up to the early summer, and since then
there has been a strengthening of the market. Prices now
seem to be higher than ever. Formerly £200 per acre was
considered an exceptional price for heavy land, but during the last few months £250 per acre was coming to be
accepted as an ordinary figure for only moderate heavy
agricultural land. Fenland sold well at astoundingly high
prices.
EKINS, WITHEROW & HANDLEY
Huntingdonshire.
GOLD RUSH
DEVELOPMENT
T ' H E EFFECTS of selective employment tax and a
variety of other restrictions of cumulative significance
have markedly influenced the whole pattern of retail trading, and, therefore, quite logically, conditions in the
central-shop market.
Perhaps the most depressing feature of this market
is the "gold rush" developments to be seen up and down
the country, with only a handful of shops let and the remainder standing as board-fronted empty shells. It is
difficult to see how these so-called "centres" are ever
likely to achieve the titular optimism of their developers.
J. W. WATSON & SON
LAND
OWNERS
SITTING
TIGHT
JAEVELOPERS are still using land in their own "land
banks" and there has been little general demand. The
supply has also been cut noticeably and most land
owners are now sitting tight, whereas previously they were
pursuing an active policy of land disposal where planning
potential was established.
JNO. OLIVER WATKINS & SONS
Swansea.

As we go to press we learn the sad news of the death
of Frank Welch, Quaker and Georgist for very many
years. On behalf of the United Committee we offer our
sympathy to his family.
LAJND & LIBERTY

NEWS AND

COMMENT

WHAT PRICE HOUSING LAND?
^ T A MEETING of the Town Planning Institute, Sir
Henry Wells, Chairman of the Land Commission, was
attributed with the remark that all present indications
show that the price of housing land is falling and that
it is not being sold at a price inflated by the betterment
levy.
In contrast with this statement, the following reports
make interesting reading.
At Lancing, Sussex, a three-quarter acre building plot
for eight houses was sold for £17,500. This was the first
plot sold in the area since the levy was introduced, and
the price, estimated at double the pre-levy price, was described as "fantastic" by a local estate agent. The
President of the Worthing and District Auctioneers and
Estate Agents' Association said: "There is no doubt that
the scarcity value of land has gone sky high. Those who
have been holding on to land for years are the people
who are going to sit tight for a few more years as the
prices increase."
At Wendover, Buckinghamshire, a two and a half acre
site for eighteen houses was sold for £42,000. At a price
of about £2,400 per plot, a local estate agent claimed this
represented an increase of 60 per cent over pre-levy
prices. Finished houses will cost about £8,000 each.
At Loughton, Essex, a three acre site sold for £120,000,
estimated at 20 per cent over pre-levy prices.

WHAT PRICE BUSHEY?
^ C O O R D I N G to the editors of the London Property
Letter, land in 1968 is going to be more expensive.
Predicting that there will be a great demand for factories in the right places (the places where they cannot be
put!) they also foresee further delays in the planning system. Turning their attention to the nuggets of North
London, they emphasise the prestige value of Bushey—a
small community between Stanmore and Watford. Land
with planning permission for flats is fetching about £1,250
a unit, and for detached houses a site costs £3,000. In
London Road, near the station, land prices for flat development will become so fantastic that the value of individual houses (now standing upwards of £30,000) is expected to rise to a level that will "turn the head of any
private owner" thus ensuring redevelopment.
Why are prices so high? Again the London Property
Letter points to part of the problem: "High prices come
about by stopping people from building where they want
and what they want. No conceivable amount of population syphoning to satellite cities is going to cut demand
for good new private housing in London. Quite likely it
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will become politically impossible to maintain the present rigid planning policies. Green belt straightening and
density relaxations can be expected."
Unfortunately there is little prospect of a sound land
policy to soften the effects of increasing demand.

LAND LEADS HOUSE PRICE RISE
r p H E PROPERTY CORRESPONDENT of The Financial
Times, Michael O'Halloran, expects that the price
of new houses will climb rapidly in 1968 and that the
percentage increase might establish a record. Devaluation,
higher financial charges and the betterment levy will all
contribute to increased costs for the home buyer. "Whatever the original intention of the levy," says Mr.
O'Halloran, "its only effect has been to make new building land both scarce and expensive. Few land owners are
prepared to sell in the present uncertain climate, and those
who do sell naturally try to add as much as possible of
the levy to the old market value . . . if the most pessimistic forecasts prove correct, the increased land cost in
the South East could alone add £450 to a house now selling at £5,500."
Looking at the picture over the whole of the country,
the price of a new house could rise by ten per cent during the coming year. The basic cost of building a standard three bedroomed house may well show a rise of £350
during 1968. The figure is worked out as follows:
£
£
Land price
200
Copper
10
Finance charges 50
Overheads
10
Timber
25
Plant
5
Labour
22
Bricks
4
Sundry materials 20
Electric eq'ment 4
With these cost increases, garages and heating systems
could become optional "extras" and the price of older
properties will rise concurrently. The expected increase
in land price is clearly seen as the major cost factor.

THE SLUM WAR—1
(^PEAKING to a joint meeting of the Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce and the Philadelphia Chapter
of the American Institute of Architects, Perry Prentice,
of Time Magazine, recently said:
"Few tax men seem to realize that a 3 per cent tax
on improvements actually costs improvers almost as much
as a 50 per cent sales tax would cost if you were able
to finance it and pay it off on the instalment plan over
sixty years at five per cent interest. The equivalent of a 50
per cent sales tax can be a mighty powerful and effective
21

deterrent. No other industry's products—except liquor
and tobacco—are taxed as heavily as the building industry's product. If you want to speed up the replacement of
obsolete buildings it is foolish to keep them standing
and profitable by taxing not only the ageing buildings,
but also the land under them, less and less as the buildings get older and more rundown . . . Today's property
tax practice is slowing down the replacement of slum
structures by twenty to thirty years."

THE SLUM WAR—2
J J A R L A N TROTT, editor of Business Digest, also got
the message across. "Almost anyone can see," he wrote,
that if you tax dogs there will be fewer dogs. But it doesn't
occur to us that we must apply this economic fact to our
housing needs, so when we untax houses there will be
more houses." And of course if you tax land . . .

THE SLUM WAR—3
J N A PAPER called "The Death of the Ghetto," Benjamin F. Smith, of Grand Rapids, Michigan, says:
"The ghetto is a land problem, not a housing problem. The segregation of living areas is a land problem.
Within the ghetto there are slums, good housing and excellent housing. The negro is able to buy and rent slum
housing, good housing, and excellent housing within the
ghetto fence, but not outside. The ghetto is fenced-in-land.
"Segregation of living areas starts on the vacant fields
and lots of the outer city. The discriminatory power of
the vacant-land owner is enormous. It is easy for him to
keep land out of use for economic reasons or for reasons
of prejudice. He can wait for the right price and the
right buyer. Meanwhile, his costs are low and his land
increases in value . . . .
"The present discriminatory power of land owners can
be ended by making it very expensive to hold land idle
. . . People buy and hold land to make money, expecting
to average 6 or 7 per cent per year and often make much
more. A land tax of 6 per cent on all land within the city
will immediately take away the discriminatory power of
the outer city land owner."

LAND COMMISSION FLOOD OF
REGULATIONS CONTINUES
g I N C E THE PASSING of the Land Commission Act
twenty-six sets of Statutory Instruments have been issued.
These relate, among other things, to special applications
of the Act to particular circumstances. Already three of
these regulating documents have been revoked and replaced by a substitute. To the layman, the regulations
are about as comprehensible as the Act itself, i.e., almost
unintelligible.
The number of simplified guides produced to help interpret the Act grows daily. These are, of course, in addition to the official notes prepared by the Commission
and the Ministry. The Chartered Land Societies Committee, representing the major professional groups in22

volved, are soon to issue their own notes, and the Commission itself, helped by the Central Office of Information, intends to put out practice notes in the form of a
booklet. Until this is ready, as a stop gap measure, five
memoranda dealing with specific rulings and policy decisions will be issued. The most comprehensive guide to
date is Mr. Heap's Encyclopedia of Betterment Levy and
Land Commission Law and Practice, published by Sweet
and Maxwell, at 7 gns. This book, prepared in loose leaf
binders, contains extracts from all other relevant Acts and
Regulations. No doubt the amending sheets and case
histories will soon fill out the binders.
This flood of literature, no doubt produced with considerable mental effort and at the expense of other more
beneficial productive work, illustrates the amount of talent and search resources being devoted to assisting the
understanding of what is probably the most complicated
example of Statute Law in the world. At the present rate
of progress it would not be surprising to find special
papers on the Act being set in legal and other professional examinations.

WHITEHALL FARCE
The total number of non-industrial civil servants rose
by 10,000 between 1st January and 1st July, last year.
They now comprise a grand total of 865,000 or 3.4 per
cent of the working population. Since Northern Ireland
has the highest rate of unemployment (7.5 per cent in
October) Quoin, writing in the Chartered Surveyor, suggested that perhaps that is where the Government should
recruit their next 10,000! Although at the present rate of
increase (about one per cent of the work force in three
and a half years) it would still take something like 240
years before everyone received a government pay packet,
the country's economy would doubtless stagger to a halt
long before then!

AND EYERYONE IN A
COUNCIL HOUSE?
J^JINISTRY O F HOUSING figures for November, 1967,
show that there were nearly half a million houses
under construction. Nearly 35,000 more houses are being
built by local authorities, government departments and
housing associations than by private builders—a sure sign
of a fundamental misunderstanding of the housing problem and its solution.
Meanwhile, local authorities seeking to bring their
housing accounts into balance by raising rents have been
told to moderate their plans while the whole matter is examined by the Prices and Incomes Board! To avoid hardship to tenants, rent increases should be phased, says the
Ministry and councils are expected to hold a "reasonable
balance" between the interests of tenants and other ratepayers.
When market pricing has been lost and a third of the
population lives in public housing, what criteria can be
applied to judge a "reasonable balance."
LAJND & LIBERTY

Economic Nonsense on the
Housing Scene
PETER RHODES
" . . . expediency piled on expediency, possibly for the right motives,
but certainly with the wrong results."
B I R M I N G H A M CITY COUNCIL, having already
established itself as a forerunner in the unorthodox
by launching its programme of selling council houses, is
now attempting to sponsor a further revolutionary measure. The Council argues that since' some Corporation
tenants enjoy rent rebates because of low income, it is
right that low income tenants of private landlords should
also receive rent subsidies out of the rate fund to which
both classes contribute. It is further argued that as the
owner occupier benefits by way of tax relief through the
option mortgage scheme, or by tax saving on interest
repayments, the only person left out in the cold and unassisted by housing subsidies is the tenant of privately
rented accommodation who is often the most deserving
case.
At present Birmingham's 8,500 council tenants (earning under £18 per week) benefit from the rebate scheme
at a cost of £400,000 to other ratepayers. It is estimated
that there are 42,000 private against 150,000 municipal
tenants in the city. In any event, in the present financial
situation, it is unlikely that the necessary parliamentary
powers would be obtained. No doubt the ordinary wage
earners and rate payers in Birmingham will be thankful for a little grace. The city has also announced that
the recent increase in the Bank Rate will cost citizens
£800,000 and increased material costs £30,000 before the
end of March. No new capital expenditure is to be considered.
On the basis of the City Council's logic it would
seem to be an accepted principle that everyone in the
country should receive accommodation subsidies if in
need. The logic thus far is certainly consistent. Viewed
on a national basis, however, what are the implications?
If subsidies are to be given there is certainly a case
for them to be personal and clearly seen for what they
are. This implies some measure of means test. The question is what kind of test? Firstly wage rates differ throughout the country within certain margins. Secondly, dwelling construction costs differ according to standards of
amenity and finish. There are also slight regional differences. Thirdly, the value of land per unit dwelling will
vary considerably between regions—and within regions
according to the chosen space standards and geographical location. Viewing the problem in this light (analysis
would show that it is even more complicated than stated
here) what kind of subsidy formula would be required?
To be even reasonably fair in the administrative sense, it
would require the most complex of sliding scales, special
weightings and line drawing. Many would argue that it
MARCH,
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would be impossible, impractical and unintelligible. What
then could be done to sort out the artificial maze of controls, subsidies and double payments which we have to
contend with? Here are some of the anomalies of the
moment.
* While some 50 per cent of the population lives in
owner occupied property, nearly a third of the population are municipal tenants.
* In some local authority areas the housing account is
brought into balance, after deduction of government
subsidies, by raising rents of older stock.
* Other authorities run housing deficits on the general rate fund.
* Some authorities give rent rebates, others charge very
low rents.
* All local authorities are obliged to give rate rebates to
low income private and public tenants and to owneroccupiers who qualify.
* Rent allowances are paid to some people by the Ministry of Social Security.
* Some rents are free from control, some are fully
controlled, some are "regulated."
* Some council tenants who are all subsidised by the
government may subsidise their poorer neighbours.
* Owner occupiers buying their property receive interest
subsidies; those who have bought do not—both probably subsidise council tenants and some receive rate
subsidies as well.
* A private tenant may receive a compulsory (legal) subsidy from his landlord, be obliged to subsidise council
tenants wealthier than himself and may receive a rate
subsidy.
* Everyone it seems subsidises everyone else by that
part of income tax used to pay housing subsidies.
By any reasonable standard of judgment the whole system is nonsense. It has arisen by expediency piled on expediency, possibly for the right motives, but certainly
with the wrong results. And it has all happened for one
basic reason: A basic cause of housing problems—land
price—has been faithfully ignored by politicians throughout our statutory history. There is only one practical
way to reduce land price and that is by levying annual
rental charges on all lands. That land-value taxes reduce
land prices is one of the most fundamental yet totally ignored economic facts in British political history. But how
would a land-value tax resolve the anomalies pointed out
in this article?
In the first place it would tackle the most serious problem at its roots. Land would be cheaper to buy, the tax
23

being capitalised and discounted in the price. It would be
unprofitable to hold land idle. Cheaper land would mean
keener competition among builders and a wider choice
in structures. People would move outwards from
the congested areas to the cheaper margin until relative
prices were equated by travelling costs. In the meantime
some middle distance area rents would fall—some dramatically as has happened in Chicago. These market pressures
would build up and as they were satisfied so progressively could the subsidies and controls be relaxed within the
framework of a comprehensive plan to restore a true
housing market. It is high time that a start was made to
clear away the present fog of nonsense.

GERMANY

A SURVEYOR LOOKS
AT LAND AND
PLANNING
*A new book on land rights, fiscal problems and land use
by Gustave Bohnsach, has the following introduction by
Professor Hillebrecht of Hanover city council.
r p H E RIGHT OF LAND OWNERSHIP is an old social
and political problem that since the beginning of
the 19th century has touched the minds of mankind.
The proposals for reforming the right of land ownership
are as numerous and multifarious as their motives. Ideological accentuations have in the past often enough rendered
objective discussion difficult or even impossible. Also well
founded proposals were wrongly suspected of revolutionary tendencies and were thus discredited by those who
could not see their true purpose.
The first German townplanner this century, Fritz
Schumacher, and many of his colleagues have for fifty
years been proffering schemes and proposals for reforming the system of land ownership. They were not characterised by this or that ideology, but by the realisation that
the present rights of land ownership no longer suffice for
the exigencies of modern society nor to what this society
requires by way of town planning.
Fritz Schumacher can certainly not be suspected of
revolutionary tendencies arising from some ideology, nor
of a narrow specialist outlook. Since his time an incomparable change of structure has come over society and
especially over the economy, which requires a continuous
adaptation of our cities and their town planning schemes
to the changed conditions of existence. Because of the obsolete right of land ownership, however, this process of
adaptation is already now being rendered so difficult—
*Society, Space-Order, City Planning, Land. Published in
German by Wichmann Verlag, Stuttgart. 55 pp. D.M. 13.20.
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and sometimes even impossible—that the task of modernising our cities in a sensible and expedient way is in
serious danger.
Cities, however, are just the local bases of society and
its economy. In those cities where the houses are outdated and where—for want of a modern land order—
renewals are too difficult, too costly, and too protracted,
or m cities tnat are not capable ot carrying through tne
necessary renewals and adaptation to modern forms, tne
economy and the community are doomed to stagnation
and decay. Thus ttie land order nas become an inner
political task of nation wide significance.
In bis book Mr. Bohnsack brings proposals for the
modernising ot the rights of land ownership from the
point of view of a town planner and otters them for discussion. bor the practical town planner the lirst problem is to secure land for the further development of the
cities and their surroundings. The suggestion tor setting
up authorities for storing land was originally brought up
by Professor Dr. Werner Weber, Gottingen. The indispensable renewal of the old parts of our cities implies a
qualitative improvement of the conditions of living as
well as of the economy itself, and this involves a considerable demand for land.
Thus the renewal of cities leads to further problems
which cannot be solved by the authorities by storing land
alone. Therefore Mr. Bohnsack brings land value taxation
once more into the discussion.
How vital the subject is, was expressed by the Federal Constitutional Court in a resolution of January 12,
1967: "The fact that land is unmultipliable and indispensable forbids leaving its use entirely to the opaque and
uncontrollable play of the free market and to the option
of the individual; a just order of society requires that,
in the interests of the community, land be neither
economically nor socially placed on a par with other
kinds of property. It cannot in judicial proceedings be
treated like a mobile good. From article 14, Para 1,
sentence 2 of the Constitution, no obligation of the law
giver can be deduced that he should submit all objects
of property whose value can be expressed in money to
the same judicial principles."
(Quoted from the information of German Stadtetag
Nr. 15 of Aug. 15th, 1967.)
Gustav Bohnsack, municipal surveyor in the building
administration of the city of Hanover, has written his
book from the experience and from the point of view of
a public servant who feels obliged to serve the common
weal. Others from a different point of view, but with the
same sense of responsibility, may present the problems
and their proposed solutions in a different way. In any
case, it will be profitable if from the critical and public discussion the legislators will come to a new understanding of the problem and above all to early conclusions that will guarantee a social and just use of land.
LAJND & LIBERTY

SOUTH AMERICA: AFRICA

Archaic and Backward
Land Systems
Creating a landed and landless class—"a normal step in the evolution of a country."
i^jOUTH AMERICA provides many examples of tremendous differences in wealth and development. Large
cities, which have grown at phenomenal rates, provide the
tourist with every conceivable amenity, catering for the
tastes of even the most discriminating. The sheer bulk
of modern buildings in cities such as Rio de Janiero,
Caracas, Sao Paulo and Buenos Aires, gives the impression of great enterprise, commercial activity, growth and
progress.
On the fringes of these cities, however, exist the shanty
towns crowded with agricultural migrants who seek
a higher standard of living. The people who leave the land
frequently find the city hostile, with limited work opportunities for the unskilled, acute scarcity of decent accommodation, and poor public facilities on the outskirts.
Initially it would appear a paradox that in these countries of enormous land area so many choose to leave the
agricultural pursuits, which provide at least basic foodrequirements. In Argentina, for example, 150 million
hectares of arable land is available. Of this, however, only
30 million hectares are cultivated. In Columbia the situation is similar; only 30 million out of 114 million hectares are cultivated. In Uruguay only 1.7 million out of
16.5 million hectares are used.
Estimates of cultivable land held by large owners,
absentee land owners and giant companies, for some of
the countries have been made. The following figures are
revealing
Argentina 72 percent
Guatemala
70 per cent
Chile
68 per cent
Mexico
79 per cent
Brazil
62 percent
Uruguay
84 per cent
Columbia 97 per cent
Venezuela
68 per cent
Bolivia
70 percent
Nicaragua
60 per cent
One commentary recently explained that problems of
hunger and lack of work originated in the archaic and
backward structure in which the land continues to belong
to a handful of families and in strong international commercial interests which hold power. In Costa Rica the
United Fruit Company owns more than half a million
acres, or about one tenth of the productive land, but
cultivates only a fifth of its holding. Six per cent of the
agricultural proprietors hold 70 per cent of the cultivable
land, while 76.4 per cent of the farmers use less than 0.5
per cent of the land in share crops or small holdings. However, an Institute of Lands and Colonisation has been
formed, and a law providing for a progressive tax on uncultivated land has been adopted. This tax has yet to be
applied but it is hoped that it will encourage the disposal of surplus lands and break up large estates.
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In other countries other methods are being employed
with less prospect of success. Most of these follow the
pattern of land re-distribution and peasant proprietorship.
Experience in Kenya has shown that while peasant proprietorship backed by sufficient loan capital can make
a big initial impact on agricultural production, problems
arise with the establishment of a new class of landowning people.
In ten years in Kenya, following the uprisings of the
1950s, the Swynnerton Plan (named after its author, then
Director of Agriculture), raised output of market produce
by 300 per cent and nearly doubled the production of substitute crops after consolidating one and a half million
acres and dividing it into 275,000 holdings. Swynnerton's
policy was a deliberate one "to enable energetic Africans
to acquire more land and poor farmers less land, thus
creating a landed and landless class." According to
Swynnerton this was "a normal step in the evolution of
a country." It certainly resulted in a landless class and the
independent government, as soon as it took office, embarked on a £25 million settlement scheme to establish
333,000 families in the former "White Highlands." This
policy, the Kenya Government has decided, is too costly,
and it now intends to revert to a system of establishing
more small-holdings on the Swynnerton pattern.
Therein lies a warning for developing countries. The
case of Kenya's tragic story is deeply buried in colonial
history. The fact that although the Kenyans have a long
tradition of communal or tribal land ownership, proper
assistance to enable them to make the most of their agricultural talents was not given to them at the right time.
The result was that the colonists took most of the very
productive land, recruited labour to work it and generated
a feeling of intense dissatisfaction in those tribes that remained barely self-sufficient on marginal land.
Bolstered by a British government loan of £5 million,
the Swynnerton Plan at first caught the imagination of
some sections of the Kikuyu. Many prospered quickly,
buying out the less efficient and creating new native land
owning and landless classes which hitherto had not existed. While the available statistics show that the scheme
led to great increases in production, it introduced a new
and alien concept—that of a speculative market in agricultural land.
The present government, it seems, also has its eyes
on the productive increases and looks at the small holding
programme as a cheaper way of maintaining growth than
re-locating whole communities in pre-planned statefinanced agricultural settlements. Here can be clearly seen
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the opportunity which has been lost for a full bodied landvalue taxation scheme—a measure which would encourage
maximum production without the concurrent problem
of introducing a land price spiral.
The experience of developing countries that have tried

it clearly shows that peasant smallholdings and peasant
proprietorships based on freehold concession are no substitute either morally or economically for the relatively
painless measure of requiring landholders to contribute
to the common pool the economic rent of their holdings.

JAPAN

The Same Patterns, Problems
and Palliatives
P. R. HUDSON
"Japan's economic triumph could turn out to be a sinister firework"
JF

JAPANESE ECONOMIC EXPERIENCE shows
nothing else it certainly illustrates that the predictions of economic planners throughout the world have
a common standard of innacuracy. In 1955, the Japanese Economic Planning Agency predicted a rise of gross
national product of 5 per cent per year. It rose twice
as fast. The economic target set for 1962 was achieved
by 1960. A predicted growth rate of 7.2 per cent for
recent years matured into a positive achievement of 10.7.
While the official planning agency chooses to stick to an
average rate of about 8 per cent, the more adventurous
economists consider that 10 per cent is realisable. The
gloomies, on the other hand, have their doubts. Having
been proved wrong that a shortage of labour would produce a cost inflation in the early sixties they still feel
that the rate of growth will decline in the early '70s particularly since the government now intends to devote
much more money to the provision of social services and
public works, even to the extent of incurring the first
budgetary deficits for twenty years.
These comments and much other valuable information
about Japan is to be found in a recent article by Professor G. C. Allen (London University)*. Two aspects of
the Japanese economy are particularly interesting because they are bound up with the rigid land tenure system in a country in which accessible developable and
cultivable land is particularly scarce.
In the last ten years, the disappearance of the formerly high unemployment rate due to industrial and
commercial expansion has had the effect of reducing the
agricultural labour force from 40 per cent to 23 per cent
of the working population. Estimates suggest that within twenty years only eight or nine per cent will be employed in agriculture. Nevertheless, farming in Japan is
relatively inefficient by international standards and the
government pays high subsidies for basic commodities
and particularly for the rice crop which is twice the world
*Japan's Economic Problems and Prospects by G. C. Allen,
Emeritus Professor of Political Economy in the University
of London. Published in The Three Banks Review, December, 1967.
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price under the pressure of the agricultural vote. The
system of land tenure, brought about by the early postwar Land Reform Law fosters peasant proprietorship
and there are certain limitations on land sales. Most of
the farms are held in tiny scattered strips making the agricultural industry a heavy user of capital and labour.
Understandably the older men and women prize the security that their land holdings give them. As Professor Allen
points out, the farmers are "reluctant to sell an asset
which, they observe, is constantly rising in price." Moreover, the younger people also look on the parental holding as a valuable refuge from "the uncertainties of urban
employments."
Pointing ;to the difficulties on the economic horizon,
Professor Allen paints the picture vividly. An urban
population expressing dissatisfaction with high food prices
lives beside an entrenched peasantry expecting to enjoy
the full fruits of rising productivity. "Serious matters
are at stake. Rural Japan remains the rock on which the
social order rests. The agricultural life is still regarded
as a repository of old values and virtues in a time of
social disintegration. It offers some barrier against the wave
of urban squalor that threatens to engulf this beautiful
land . . . the family farm is a haven of security to return
to if bad times should come."
Apart from rural problems, Japan's political leaders are
faced with the need to grapple with very serious problems of urban congestion and rapidly rising land values
in towns. In Tokyo region, urban land prices have risen
by ten times in a decade. "Rents have soared," writes
Professor Allen, "and housing standards have lagged far
behind industrial progress." The government plans to build
three million houses in five years. The private sector
will provide another 4.3 million with help from the government in the provision of sites. As yet, however, no
real attempt has been made to deal with the problem
of land prices. Fortunately a policy of legal price fixing
has been rejected as futile.
In his analysis of Japanese economic hurdles Professor
Allen states that the need to solve the problems of
urban congestion, housing and land prices is more urgent
than elsewhere because of the exceptional growth rate
LAJND & LIBERTY

of the last two decades. It seems quite clear that unless
the government produces the right sort of land policy
quickly, Japan's magnificent economic triumph, albeit at
the cost of social squalor, could turn out to be a sinister
firework which might explode in its population's face
within a very few years. Instead of concentrating on land
appropriations and re-allocations at very high cost, the
Japanese government would do well to consider the merits
of a taxation system for urban land which facilitates development and provides a healthy income. No one would
pretend, however, that with its rigid background of rural
peasant proprietorship the country would find land-value
taxation an easily acceptable measure in the absence of
continued agricultural subsidies.
COLOMBIA

'Costless' Public
Improvements—a Nod
in the Right Direction
J^JOST PROPERTY TAXES, whether based on assessments of the value of land plus building or a rental
concept of either or both, are used by local governments
for their prime source of revenue. Nearly all major public
improvements are financed through borrowing in the
capital market by bond issue or from special governmental loan institutions.
It is thus tempting for local authorities to spread the
load of capital investment over a long period of time by
making easy payments from tax receipts. In this way they
can undertake more projects per year and in an economic
climate of currency inflation they can make substantial
gains in the long run.
This system of financing even with the additional costs
of loan charges, has the added political advantage of
keeping the rate of tax much lower than it would need
to be if all projects were financed on a strict cash basis.
On the other hand, where as is frequently the case, a
greater amount of new capital expenditure is incurred
every year, an increasing proportion of tax income is required to finance the greater debts. Since administrative
costs also rise with expanding services it is easy to see
how the tendency develops for tax rates to be increased
annually.
In the rapidly expanding less developed countries
there is generally a relative shortage of capital and
interest rates tend to be high. In these countries there
is also frequently a need for very high expenditure in
public works, often occasioned by a dramatic shift in
population from the country to the towns, requiring major
extensions of public services. Often, however, there is
strong resistance on the part of long established town
dwellers to face a sudden increase in property tax rates
in spite of the fact that property values are rapidly
rising—particularly the value of well located sites.
Recognising the political difficulties involved in big
MARCH,
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increases in tax rates, the government of Columbia has
enabled local authorities to raise at their own discretion
impuest'os de valorization. These valorization taxes are
specific imposts on assured site value increments resulting
from limited public improvements. The total amount levied, usually in two annual payments, is completely used
up to finance 'once for all" capital projects.
In the city of Medellin, where the system has been
used for twenty years, half the annual budget is raised in
this way by a special department responsible for planning, valuation and execution of the works. Considerable
interest repayments are thus avoided and the difficulties
of the capital market overcome. The city now has an impressive network of parks, highways, improved rivers and
canals.
Strangely enough, it is the citizens themselves who help
to determine the extent of the area deemed to benefit
from each improvement. The Valorization Department
produces its draft scheme, estimates of cost and its own
administrative expenses. Local estate agents and resident groups are then consulted on the delineation of
the area considered to be affected and on the tentative divisions of tax burden. After discussion the scheme
may be amended or the tax area altered.
This system of taxation is an interesting one and has
some of the effects of a site value tax. Owners of vacant
or under-used land may, for example, be obliged to sell
or re-develop to cover the tax payment and the payment
brings home the reality of the value increase arising from
the municipal improvements. Commenting on the system
recently, *W. G. Rhoads and R. M. Bird, expressed the
view that the impact of the tax, levied as it is at a stiff
rate over a short period, may have a stronger impact on
the real estate market than a regular site value tax. They
rightly point out, however, that the valorization tax recovers only the benefits from direct public investment
while site value taxation reaches increases in values which
arise, for example, out of increased productivity. (This
apart from collecting revenue from already established land values.) Moreover, the valorization tax, does
not influence the selling price of land to the consumer,
although it may discourage speculation to some extent
and, by itself, does not penalise development. One of
the other merits of the tax is that the Valorization Department is prompted to initial improvements only where
the resultant income arising from increased values is
sufficient to cover the cost of the scheme and is acceptable to tax payers.
While it could never be argued that the Valorization
Tax is an efficient substitute for site value taxation, it
has considerable advantages over development levies and
capital gains taxes, by relating public works directly
to the amount levied and by providing for capital financing.

*Land Economics. W. G. Rhoads—U.S. Embassy, Bogota,
Colombia A.I.D. Mission. R. M. Bird—Internattoinal Tax
Programme, Havard Law School.
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jgVEN with all this evidence it is difficult to determine
if rating on the basis of unimproved value is deliberately sought by ratepayers because of the desirability of the
social ends it encourages. There is no doubt that the objectives of the New Zealand Unimproved Value Rating
Association (Inc.) are governed largely by the social good
it perceives in that system but whether this permeates
the average ratepayer who votes for, or is content to remain on, an unimpoved value system is unknown. It has
been commented that ratepayers will prefer the system
that affects their pockets the least. This may well be true
but there have been some exceptions. Onehunga Borough ratepayers went to a poll in 1965 to determine the
desire to change their system from unimproved value to
annual value. In the figures previously given to you the
residential ratepayers in Onehunga comprised 90.9 per
cent of the total ratepayers and under annual value rating
their share of the total rates would have dropped fom 69.9
per cent to 67.5 per cent. This may appear small, but yet
it hardly accounts for the poll result in which 1,586 voted
to remain on the unimproved value system and only 778
voted to change it. In Milton, in 1963, 246 voted to
change from the annual value system to the unimproved
value and 137 voted to retain annual value even though
the rating system change meant little variation in the total
rate burden of the residential sector.
Here, too, there is danger of over-simplification. In
New Zealand there is little factual data available to
ratepayers to determine the effects of each of the three
systems on their particular properties. The Government
Valuation rolls contain the capital value and the unimproved value but the annual value is not given. Even
though in some cases the annual value may be obtained
from the local authority it is probably not assessed on
a comparable basis to the Government roll as to method,
time or economic circumstances, so valid comparisons
are not possible. In Victoria, Australia, this problem has
been met by a legislative requirement making it mandatory for a local authority in whose district a poll is being held ito send to each ratepayer a "provisional valuation" which sets out his liability under each of the systems being considered. This is something that could
well be adopted here whenever a change is subject to poll.
Today the ratepayer does not have in front of him the
clearcut issues of the past. The rating field seems to have
concentrated on spreading the rate burden more equitably,
this being defined as the system that produces the fewest
complaints, rather than consciously using the system to
achieve particular goals. Around us confusion mounts
as discussion centres on elements such as "equitable
sharing of the rate burden," "ability to pay," "payment
for services given," and "social impetus." I doubt that
all of these are compatible and their conflict does little
to so determine issues that local bodies or their ratepayers can clearly define the relative merits of the three
main systems.
Considerable thought has been given to the incidence
of rating and to the cost of local government generally
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BY J. BRUCE BROWN: Yi
This is Part Two of the
1967, which gives an oi
over the last decade in New Zealand. In 1958 we had
the Report of the Royal Commission on Local Authority
Finance. This was followed in 1960 by the Inquiry into
the Structure of Local Government by the Local Bills
Committee of the House. In 1963 the Committee on Local
Authority Finance reported and in 1964 the Valuation
Working Party of the Agricultural Development Conference made three recommendations bearing on rating
in rural areas. It is from these investigations that recent
modifications to existing legislation have originated and
more of them are found in the Rating Bill now before
Parliament. One of the provisions in it is of more than
passing interest to ithis discussion. For the first time it
places the choosing of a rating system on a common
basis. Whereas once the unimproved value system was
singled out for special treatment the new Bill provides
for a uniform method for each of the three systems—
the territorial authority may change its rating system by
special order subject to the right of 5 per cent of the
ratepayers to demand a poll. It is worthy of note that a
proposal for a minimum unimproved value rating system, although included in the 1965 Amendment Bill, was
withdrawn by the Government after considerable opposition to it was advanced at the Local Bills Committee.
New Zealand is not alone in questioning its present
rating system. Four of the States of the Australian
Commonwealth have carried out searching inquiries into
their problems of valuation and rating. In 1960 New
South Wales had an inquiry on certain matters arising
under the Valuation of Land Act, 1916-51 and at present
has a Royal Commission on "Local Government Finance
and Valuation" sitting. South Australia had an inquiry
in 1954 on "Assessments for Land Tax, Council Rates,
Water Rates and Probate", while Queensland had a
similar inquiry into "Matters concerning the Valuation
of Land" this year (1966). Victoria has had an interdepartmental committee looking at the same problem as
well. Though all these investigations traverse much the
same subjects and have drawn on the best brains available, so far not one has come up with any radical change
in the present principles and practices of valuation and
rating. The result of the present inquiry by the New
South Wales Royal Commission is awaited with interest
because of its similarity to the New Zealand scene*.

*The result was published in LAND & LIBERTY—the advantages claimed for site-value rating were endorsed.
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lue Rating and
1ern Trends
\LUER-GENERAL FOR NEW ZEALAND
rticle in the New Zealand Valuer, September,
ective view of the merits of site-value rating
Questioning too is taking place in the United Kingdom. There the rating system has been traditionally
on the annual letting value but now interest is mounting
among the professional societies in the alternatives of
capital value rating and unimproved value rating or as
they prefer to call it, site value rating. Interest in site
value rating has been so intense that the Rating and Valuation Association, in 1964, commissioned a valuation of
the site values of the town of Whitstable, Kent, as a
pilot study. Up until that experiment it was not clearly
known in the United Kingdom whether the yield from a
rate based on land values would be sufficient to meet
local government's requirements. The capital value method is also under discussion and this appears more acceptable because of the technical difficulties in assessing site
values in a country where no precedents exist, and where
the necessary past records may not be available.
Site value rating, or taxing—to use the correct idiom,
is also under investigation and discussion in the United
States of America. Basically the system used in local
government there is capital value, but it is traditional and
in many cases Statutory that the values of improvements
and of land be separately assessed. In many jurisdictions
there are exemptions for certain improvements, hence this
requirement. The Americans are very concerned with the
need for reform in their property tax structure (87 per
cent of local body tax revenue is obtained from property
taxes) and in 1963 the Federal Government's Advisory
Commission on Inter-governmental Regulation conducted
a special inquiry into State property fax practices. In
1964 the Lincoln Foundation sponsored a visit to Australia and New Zealand of Professor A. M. Woodruff and
Dr. L. L. Ecker-Racz, the Assistant Director of the Advisory Commission, to study at first hand the effect of site
value rating in these two countries. Their subsequent report did not arrive at any different conclusion to those
I have already given you in this paper. However, with
characteristic American energy they required further answers, so in 1965 under the joint auspices of the Lincoln
Foundation and the International Association of Assessing Officers a Seminar on Advanced Principles and Issues
in Property Assessment was organised at Claremont Men's
College, California, and the Valuers-General of Australia and New Zealand were invited to attend. American and
Canadian assessors were also invited and the various
rating systems were the basis of papers, scrutiny and discussion. The Americans are very interested in the economic influences flowing from site value rating and are
MARCH,
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studying it principally for the attraction of the social
advantages it has.
I have said enough to demonstrate the considerable
vitality of the unimproved value method of rating. All
investigators agree that it is not perfect but as a concept
it continues to have a definite appeal. Up to now it has
shown itself capable of modification to meet changing
circumstances without too deeply compromising its
original precepts. It has still many problems unanswered
and many more will emerge as economic development progresses but time will find the answers.
Today the valuation rolls for New Zealand contain
nearly one million assessments of unimproved value, this
being four times the number on the rolls when the department started in 1896. In those days county rolls
contained over 75 per cent of the Colony's property
assessments and cities and boroughs 25 per cent. Seventy
years later the position is almost exactly reversed with
municipalities and urbanised areas accounting for nearly
75 per cent of properties and rural areas 25 per cent.
Urban growth is producing the problems today and it is
from this sector that the main problems of the future
will come. I have no doubt that the valuation techniques
and legislative innovation will continue to mould the
unimproved value system to the needs of the day to make
it continue as a viable system of rating.
FOUNDATIONS OF EQUITABLE TAXATION
From the Auckland Weekly News
3 September, 1864
J T MUST be no longer tolerated that hundreds of
thousands of acres, bought from the natives and surveyed at the charge of the province, should be held in
fee by a proprietary who do nothing to reclaim the lands,
and who, at most, contribute only to the general revenue of
the colony by payment of indirect taxes.
The public land is, in reality, given away; and the
regulations cannot be said directly to promote the main
end of colonisation, namely the reclamation of the
wilderness. If any immigrants go upon the land to improve it, that is to be attributed rather to the spirit of
the men themselves than to the system, for they are in
no respect better off than the majority who make their
selection and never look near it.
We must improve the soil or give way to men who
will improve it; for we can see no earthly difference
between unimproved lands in the hands of the Maori
and unimproved lands in the hands of the Europeans.
In neither case do these broad acres contribute anything
toward the support of the population; in neither case do
they add to the annual income of the colony in the shape
of a direct tax, nor indirectly by maintaining a large
population. Indeed, the case must be given in favour
of an unimproved Maori prcfrietary, for as long as they
retain possession of their territory that possession withdraws nothing from the public funds; whereas before
the lands in possession of the European are transferred
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to them, one way with another, an expenditure of nearly
twenty shillings per acre has been gone to on its account.
A direct tax on unimproved estates would, at least,
produce the interest on the capital sum expended from
the public exchequer to acquire, survey, and open up
the waste lands for European owners. It would also have
another effect. It would coerce absentees, or purely
speculative purchasers, to reclaim their estates or sell
them to men who will do so; and so long as the work
of improvement is done, we do not care by whose hands
or money is is acco:,mlished."
There must be, therefore, a property tax imposed in
some' shape or form. A tax on unimproved land would
be the fairest; but there would be very little hope of the
Provincial Council agreeing in their interpretation of the
word "unimproved," seeing that nearly all the members
would be affected by such a tax.

JOHN HERBERT EASTWOOD
QN

11 December last, J. H. Eastwood died in his
89th year in his home town, Birkenhead. For over
forty years he had been a constant supporter of our
movement. He became a member of the United Committee on 26 September, 1943.
Like his father, who was a regular contributor to a
number of papers, J. H. Eastwood was a poet. He won
the Felicia Hemans Prize at Liverpol University, and
published a volume of collected poems. His sixteen page
booklet Rhymes for the Times is a popular and picturesque statement of Henry George's ideas in ballad form.
He early entered the employment of the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board, becoming Assistant Treasurer for the
several years up to his retirement. In the 1914-18 war
he served in France in the ranks and as an officer.
He was a strong Conservative in his younger years. He
was drawn into contact with our movement by his first
wife, Mrs. Beryl Eastwood, the sister of F. R. Jones, the
secretary of the then Liverpool League for the Taxation
of Land Values. After much discussion, the falsity of
protectionist arguments was forcibly brought home to him.
He swiftly turned into a Georgist and free trader, taking
a leading part in preparing and distributing vigorous antitariff and other leaflets.
He personally won many supporters to our ranks. In
our Merseyside circle he never shirked the humble routine,
participating whole-heartedly in open-air and indoor
meetings, house-to-house calls, and the unending tiresome clerical work. He was strong in belief, but always
modest and courteous in manner.
He was a dear friend, a man of high quality rare to
be recruited into our movement. In the words of his favourite poem by his favourite poet, Matthew Arnold, he
has now left the "darkling plain swept with confused
alarms of struggle and flight, where ignorant armies clash
by night."
F, R.
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The Oregon Tax Trail
R E G U L A R READERS will recall that very odd decision of the California Supreme Court not to uphold the request of Sacramento Property Tax Assessor,
Dr. Irene Hickman, to enforce property valuation at one
hundred per cent, of market price as required by the Constitution (LAND & LIBERTY, October, 1967).
While all the fuss was going on in California, however,
the legislature of the State of Oregon quietly passed
Senate Bill No. 9. From January, 1968, all taxing authorities in the State will be directed to assess all property,
including vacant lands, at one hundred per cent of cash
values. This means that it will be much easier to contest
the official valuations by reference to market transactions.
It will be far harder for the tax officials to discriminate
between different classes of tax payer by valuing at different percentages of market value. This appears to have
happened in the past.
According to Clyde V. Brummell, former head of
Oregon Homeowners Association, the State needs more
than a reform of valuation practice. About 48 per cent,
of the State's land surface is devoted to timber production, the State's largest industry, accounting for two thirds
of all manufacturing. In Brummell's view, the tax exemptions granted to the timber lands require close scrutiny.
"Timber is a natural resource," he says, "like oil and
mineral rights. These natural resources should be taxed
for the public."
This view is also held by Assessor A1 Brown of Linn
County who believes that the western part of the State
is losing $16 million due to concessions. New industry,
he claims, is invited to settle in the State and then expected to bear additional property taxes to the advanage of
the timber industry. At present tax rates, city property
would take forty-five years to pay taxes equivalent to
capital value, rural property would take fifty-seven years
and timber lands 370 years!
So far the new measure appears to have been well
received by officials and public alike. As Mr. Brummell
says: "Homeowners would benefit by the strengthening
of the property tax if it would discourage slums and
land speculation." To James Hotaling and Erik Hansch
the present measure is just a start. Their news-sheet
Taxpayer's Digest proposes a 5 per cent surtax on land
values. They would like to see improvement taxes abolished altogether and local revenue obtained from land values,
with no exemptions given to commercial properties,
charities or churches.
This news of assessment reform in Oregon reflects the
present public concern with this topic. Senator Paul
Douglas has criticised local taxing authorities as having
"failed to make use of the enormous potential in the
property tax for either renewal of cities or prevention of
the growth of blight conditions." Who knows, in taking
this step the State of Oregon could be blazing a new trail
in tax reform, requiring all vacant land to be assessed
at its full market value.
LAJND & LIBERTY

Land Commission: Pious
Hopes for Planners
PAUL KNIGHT
"There is in the Land Commission a new and shining bright
plough for the use of local government, the housebuilding
industry and developers."—Sir Henry Wells.
g l R HENRY WELLS seems to be devoting considerable
time to the public relations side of his work.
The Land Commission Act has been criticised on many
valid and pertinent grounds, both inside and outside Parliament, and it still remains to many people, as one leading legal expert put it, " a large, ugly, and puzzling infant." For the benefit of members of the Town Planning
Institute, Sir Henry Wells explained how the Commission
would assist the town planning process by using the
powers of compulsory acquisition under Part II of the Act
as "a National Land Dealing Corporation with a strong
social and economic conscience."
The Commission is empowered at present to buy
land for the following four purposes:
(1) To secure development at an early date if insufficient land is put on the market to meet the
needs of the housing programme.
(2) To ensure that land is developed "as a whole"
where the Commission, with or without the support of the planning authorities, considers this
necessary.
(3) To obtain land for other bodies who in any event
have their own powers of compulsory purchase.
(4) To buy land for disposal on a concessionary
crownhold basis.
While the Commission is building up its land trading
fund by retaining the 40 per cent development levy
"profit" it will concentrate its activities on five categories
of land:
* Land allocated for development but which does not
appear to be offered on the market.
* Land allocated for development but which for lack
of local services the local planning authority does
not wish to see developed at present, although
private developers would be willing to do so!
* Land proposed to be allocated for development by
the Commission, an owner, a developer or a local
planning authority.
* Land in fragmented ownership or where owners
cannot be traced.
* Land out of which the Commission hopes it can
make substantial profits for its land trading fund,
i.e., undeveloped land.
Sir Henry went on to emphasise that the Commission
wishes to assist planing authorities, developers, small
builders and housing associations but that it will be unable to buy all the new building land that will be allocatMARCH,
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ed even if it thought this was wise. He continued with
this revealing statement: "In any case, in many places,
particularly in areas of high demand for housing, the
natural market pressures will often ensure that land is
developed at the right time, but the Commission may
need to intervene to stabilise prices and look after the interests of the small builders."
However keen Sir Henry might be to foster the image
of the Land Commission as a dynamic instrument of
social and economic reform, the more statements he
makes the more the inadequacies and conflicts of the
political concepts behind the Commission's powers are
thrust into the harsh light of reality.
Referring to the betterment levy to be raised under
Part II of the Act, Sir Henry declared: "It is possible that
the effect of the levy will result in some owners being
reluctant to sell in the hope of a change in the law, or
they may increase the price of land on account of the levy."
Following Sir Henry's talk, Mr. J. K. Boynton, a legal
member of the T.P.I, put his finger neatly on the reason
for the Commission's compulsory powers, i.e., to enable
it to step in and ensure that land was not being kept off
the market because of the betterment levy.
As for assisting the planning authorities, an annual tax
on land values would do far more than the Commission
and the levy could ever dream of. In the first place,
there would be a substantial annual charge on land
allocated for development which would have the dual effect
of prompting owners into action to build, let or sell, and
of reducing selling price. In the second place planning
authorities would encourage the redevelopment of land
by re-valuing immediately it had been designated for a
higher use. In the third place, where the land-value tax
had not been paid because the owner had ignored the demands or could not be traced, the local authority could
resume the title as a right, or effect a transfer to anyone
willing to pay the taxes due. This is already common practice in some countries.
In spite of Sir Henry's optimism, evidence of the failure of the Land Commission Act to make more land
readily available at a cheaper price is mounting every
month. Town planners, who are particularly concerned
with urban development, will find little to help them in
the Commission's current policies. Sir Henry's shining
bright plough is already showing signs of rust. And the
Commission may "watch the effects of the levy" for as long
as it wishes, but it is powerless to do anything about it!
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UNSOPHISTICATED
RIGHTS
TO LAND

though he is likely to have trouble finding a European
buyer. Whatever the reason, no one is telling the
Tangwena."

T. O. Evans

^ F T E R the British Government had devalued the pound
sterling, the fact that American gold reserves were
reduced—this no doubt occasioned by a renewed faith in
this most stable metal (or rather a loss of faith in paper
money)—is not a surprising event in itself. Many explanations of why this happened have been given in the
Press, but the following letter from P. J. Kieser, of
Pretoria, published in The Economist, puts the truth about
the dollar/gold relationship in no uncertain terms.
Taking issue with a previous correspondent, Mr. Kieser
challenged the point of view that the dollar reigns
supreme in world currencies and that everything is
coupled to it. "Surely this cannot be the case," he wrote,
"if deficits are going to be piled on indefinitely, and there
are no indications that this trend will be stopped.
"As a practising economist in South Africa my thinking about gold and devaluation may be biased. But the
promise 'to pay the bearer on demand x dollars,' the
dollar being defined as one thirty-fifth of an ounce of
pure gold, is a broken promise. The world is beginning
to realise this, except for those unfortunate enough to be
average American citizens, and the innocents, who, under
their influence, still believe in their Alice-in-Wonderland
monetary philosophy that the credit rope has no end and
hence no point for knotting round one's neck.
"We have, however, the acceptance by gullible governments and political opportunists of the proposals of the
Bretton Woods meetings of 1945, which became the prelude to the creation of the International Monetary Fund.
The whole international monetary structure has since
grown into a maze of complicated and artificial devices
that would put the labyrinth of Crete to shame. No woollen thread is long enough to find one's way through all
the mess. Over the years the deficits piled up on this
structure by the United States and Britain have made
it as unstable as a pyramid standing on its head.
"I must admit it will be mentally and physically difficult for the United States to devalue the dollar, because
so much artificial prestige has now been hung about it,
and so much pressure has already been built up against
it, that the sudden release of this pressure to normal will
certainly cause major disruptions. Let us hope the dollar
will devalue soon so that Americans can face the music
while they still have some prestige and some gold left."
The switch from paper monies to gold is a sure sign
of declining faith in the former. Eventually, resort to the
printing press is always discovered, witness the 40 per cent
devaluation of the Argentinian peso in March, 1967. For
Argentina this was the tenth devaluation since 1964. Perhaps the time will come when all governments realise that
the twin evils of currency inflation and protective trade
policies always work against national interests.

^ y A R S , REVOLUTIONS, MASSACRES and despoliation bring suffering that often lasts for long afterwards. But eventually time heals the wounds. New generations arise and the suffering becomes part of history.
Some acts, however, have effects that are passed on from
generation to generation undiminished in their intensity,
indeed, sometimes worsened by the passage of time. The
greatest of such acts is the appropriation of land, and
the landless people of the world are still suffering from
the grabbing that took place centuries ago.
The situation of the Tangwena people of Rhodesia is
slightly different. Their land was sold to a European
from underneath their feet. It was bought by a Mr. William Hamner, way back in 1930, as part of a huge
250,000 ranch, but he has not yet taken possession.
Attempts are now being made to evict the four
thousand Tangwena.
Apparently the Tangwena were not told at the time
that their land had been sold. Says The Times: "Four
times Chief Rekanyi has been hauled into court, trekking
thirty miles on foot over the mountains to get there,
charged with offences under the Land Apportionment
Act. He has been convicted and fined, threatened with
eviction, and even visited by Mr. van Heerden, the
Minister of Lands, who came by helicopter to offer alternative sites. But Rekanyi refuses to budge. 'This is our
land,' he says simply. 'This is where our fathers lived
and their fathers before them for countless generations.
We have to tend the spirits of our ancestors; they would
be angry if we moved from the land!'."
The tribe of Tangwena, says the Land Apportionment
Act of 1930, must sign labour agreements with the owner
or they must go. The tribe will do neither: it seems that
they have felt secure because of their belief that the
boundaries agreed with Cecil Rhodes at the turn of the
century, were still intact. "If the Government want this
land," said Chief Rekanyi, "they will have to kill us. We
would rather die than leave."
What puzzles the Tangwena is why the land is wanted
at all. It is not a rich farming area; it is barren and
hilly, with a climate that changes violently and unpredictably, and the white man's cattle cannot thrive there.
This, of course, explains why the land was not seized
before, but why is it wanted now? Says The Times:
"There is no easy answer. It may be that the Smith regime
is sticking to a point of principle; the Land Apportionment Act must not be flouted by these obstinate Africans.
It may be that the area's proximity to the Mozambique
border gives it some security significance, or it may
simply be that Mr. Hamner wants to sell the land—
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Misguided

Militancy

A. J. CARTER
^ L L KINDS OF PEOPLE might write a book about
trade unions, but a title like Militant Trade Unionism*
indicates an author of either the extreme left or the extreme right. Dr. Allen is militant intellectual left. He is
scholarly, lucid, direct, original, interesting, and, within
limits, logical. It is, however, a blinkered logic, the logic
of an intelligent man, who, like a subscriber to a religious
dogma, has deliberately restricted his vision.
The fundamental market situation, says Dr. Allen, is
that labour power must be bought and sold, that employers need to buy it in order to produce and make profits,
and that men and women need to sell it in order to subsist. Since employers regard the price of labour power
as a cost to be kept down, while employees regard it as
an income to be pushed up. there can be no permanent
agreement on the price, and conflict is inevitable in a
capitalist system. The bargaining power of the many employees, who have only their labour power to offer, is
very weak in comparison with that of the few employers, who own all. the means of production. Trade
unionism exists to redress this imbalance, and its shortterm aim should be to exploit the prevailing conditions
so as to maximise the benefits obtainable; for instance,
the defensive posture of the thirties should be replaced
by an aggressive policy more suited to a society in which
there is full employment. Unfortunately the primary
economic motivation of trade unions is overlain by
"socialising influences" which cause them to become
responsible—reluctant to call strikes, willing to co-operate
with governments, and so on. Trade unions have become
effete: they have adopted the values of the system within which they work, their demands "are based on a
concept of fairness which is conditioned by what employers, by and large, are prepared to concede," and they
glorify compromise and success in achieving the most
niggardly advances. Militancy implies going all out to
take advantage of the favourable market conditions by
playing off employers against one another and making
demands on employers according to their ability to pay.
It also implies a strengthening of the resolve to secure
the long-term aim of trade unionism, which is the alteration of the capitalist system by public acquisition of the
means of production.
This whole analysis is founded on a fallacy, stemming
from the mental plunge into the relationships of an in*Mihtant Trade Unionism. A Re-Analysis of Industrial
Action in an Inflationary Situation, by V. L. Allen. London •
Merlin Press, 21s. New York: Humanities Press, $4.50.
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dustrialised society without any prior consideration of the
historical origin of those relationships. Unevenness of
bargaining power between employers and employees is
not a natural phenomenon requiring human correction
but an unnatural one requiring human removal. Karl
Marx wrote that "the expropriation of the masses of the
people from the land forms the basis of the capitalist
method of production" (Das Kapital). The origin of the
working class as we know it was in the time of land
enclosures, when men who were self-employed as small
farmers, or who could easily become so, were turned into
vagrants who must beg for a job at any price. ("The enclosure movement . . . deprived farmers and labourers
of their land, cottages and common rights and laid the
foundation for the modern working class"—Eric Roll,
A History of Economic Thought.) It is ownership of
land, the first requisite of all production, which by erecting a barrier between men and nature deprives them of
the ultimate safeguard of a completely independent livelihood and creates conditions in which the workings of the
economy are distorted and wages are depressed. Dr.
Allen, like many thinkers of the left, uses the woolly
phrase "means of production" to cover both land and
capital and thereby protects himself from the need to examine each separately. Ownership of capital alone cannot lead to exploitation; with the establishment of communal rights to land the evil prop of capitalism in the
marxist sense would be removed and individual ownership
of capital, as of all wealth, could be maintained and encouraged. There is no reason why in a democratic society
the ordinary worker should not also be the ordinary investor.
Dr. Allen quotes figures indicating that the share of
wages in the national income has remained roughly constant at about 40 per cent since 1880, and that as wages
have increased and the working environment has been
improved, the propensity to strike has not declined
(strikes have grown shorter, but there are more of them).
Trade unionism is a magnificent response to circumstances which should themselves have been challenged;
it is because it is no more than a response that all its
efforts are vain. Whatever is done is done in a context in
which it achieves little materially and nothing psychologically. Frustration and strife will continue until there
is a change of system. They would continue under
socialism which in any practical form must entail a greater subordination of independence than capitalism.
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What is needed is a transfer of all taxation from labour
and capital to the rent of land. When by that means equalpi
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ity of rights to nature has been established, free enterprise becomes not only intensely productive but also satisfying for individuals, all of whom enjoy the maximum
amount of freedom and opportunity, and the ability,
through their choices, to influence economic decisions.
The possibility that trade union militancy could lead
to spiralling costs does not worry the author, for he has
his own views about the causes of inflation. He admits that wage increases can lead to price increases but
argues that there are so many other factors that also do
so that it is unfair to hold trade unions responsible for
inflation. To begin with, earnings matter more than
basic wage levels and these are rarely negotiated by trade
unions. Changes in import prices, and the growth of
monopolies, can cause general price increases and certain
uses of labour are inflationary because they increase the
ratio of wages to output. Dr. Allen contends, as later
did Professor Galbraith, that large business firms become
reluctant to engage in price competition and so have to
force their products on the public by high-pressure techniques which require more and more salesmen, advertising agents, and so on, whose activities are superfluous
and inflationary.
This is a most useful assumption for the author's purpose, for, given increasing concentration in industry, it
proves that inflation is inevitable in a modern capitalist
system, and that the only way to be rid of inflation is
to be rid of capitalism. At one point, Dr. Allen does
briefly draw the distinction between money wages and
real wages, but he completely fails to understand the
crucial importance of money supply in any discussion of
inflation.
Production properly includes all processes from the first
modification of nature by human agency to the transfer
of the finished product to the possession of the consumer,
and the distribution workers and even the advertising men
play a part in this. If the author and Professor Galbraith
are right in their belief that there are too many people
engaged in distribution the remedy lies in the restoration
of competition. The situation does not stem from the
capitalist system but from the dilution of the capitalist
system.
For the reader who remains alert there is a certain
amount of enchantment in this book. I liked the condemnation of refusal to act under duress (on the grounds
that every market situation implies duress), the description of shop-floor rebellions against "official" trade union
authority as "informal trade unionism", and the analysis
of the status of sterling. The assertion that trade unions
should distinguish among employers by seeking to milk
the most efficient is another way of saying, tentatively,
that company or plant bargaining is in the interest of the
workers. Finally, Dr. Allen goes into the recent history
of the relationship between governments and trade unions
with tedious thoroughness, and his account shows that
calls for wage restraint were as prevalent in the late forties as they are today. Incomes policies, apparently, are
nothing new.
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And Never the Twain
Shall Meet?
p O R A NUMBER of years now "capitalism" and
"communism," as economic systems, have been
drawing closer together, and the pace is accelerating.
In the "free" world government control of prices and
incomes has been hailed as a breakthrough in the fight
against inflation. In the communist bloc a return to a
market price system has been hailed as a breakthrough in
the fight against inefficient production.
What a wonderful world we live in!
The latest thoughts from the communist side of the
fence are contained in a new I.E.A. booklet called
Pricing in Hungary*, an edited recording of a series of
lectures given at British universities by the chairman of
the Hungarian State Board for Prices and Materials. He
says: "Administered prices restrict the rational behaviour
both of the consumer and the producer. This curbs economic efficiency and so economic growth too . . . I prefer
a market price system."
Monopolistic organization has been found incompatible
with the new mechanism and is to be discontinued. A
degree of competition, both between enterprises and between products, will be introduced.
"In recent years it has been found that imports have
a stronger influence on the modernisation of productive
processes and on the improvement of quality than competition between domestic enterprises," says Professor
Csikos-Nagy. "We shall strive to increase imports and to
participate in the international division of labour."
Central programming is to be abolished; so is central allocation of investment, administered prices and
wages, and rationing. The profit motive is to be restored,
and profits will belong to the enterprise. Contrary to orthodox Marxism, rent and interest are to be regarded as
costs.
The final aim of this economic reform is faster growth
and better living standards, greater freedom from bureaucratic control, and greater scope for international trading.
Perhaps this move towards economic freedom in
Hungary may cause economic planners in the West to
stop short in their tracks. One wonders what Mr. Wilson's advisers, Messrs. Balogh and Kaldor, make of it.
*Pricing in Hungary by Bela Csikos-Nagy. Occasional Paper
19. Institute of Economic Affairs Ltd., 6s. Od.

Twin Evils Linked
\ * / A R has provided both ancient and modern
societies with a dependable system for stabilizing
and controlling national economies. No alternate
method of control has yet been tested in a complex
modern economy that has shown itself remotely
comparable in scope or effectiveness.
Report from Iron Mountain.
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W H E N I WAS IN MY TWENTIES I was puzzled by
the kind of society in which I found myself. All
around me there was poverty, low wages, and unemployment. In my spare time I was fond of leaving my native
Portsmouth at weekends in order to explore the country
side a few miles inland. Only six miles from the city I
came across a country estate which was surrounded by a
high wall three miles long. I remember thinking it would have
been nice if I had been born into a family that possessed an
estate like that. The role of country gentleman, with a bailiff
to manage my estate for me, would have suited me admirably. That the private ownership of large estates had anything to do with poverty never entered my head for an
instant.
In my first gropings for information on why the world
was like it was, I readily admitted the force of the saying,
that "In the sweat of his brow man shall eat his
bread." At last, the puzzle that confronted me was this:
The struggle for existence should be a struggle between
man and nature; between man and his environment.
Robinson Crusoe, labouring on his island, is a good example of this struggle. But looking around me, over
forty years ago, I sensed that the struggle was not only
between man and nature; it was also a struggle between
man and man.
What caused it? Somehow or other I found myself
reading books on Socialism and I was almost convinced.
Yet, somehow, I could not fully accept the idea that it
would be a good thing to have everything under state
ownership.
I am by nature a Doubting Thomas. In my daily work
I put accuracy above every other virtue. And in political
and economic thinking I wanted what amounted to the
same thing. I wanted cast-iron truth. In the five or six
years that followed I read many books on Socialism, Liberalism, and Conservatism. I should probably still have
been searching for truth if, around the age of 30, I had
not chanced to get acquainted with a man who had heard
Henry George .lecture in Glasgow forty years earlier.
I told my new friend I had already tried to read
George's Progress and Poverty but had found the initial
chapters hard going. My friend advised me to try Social
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W. J. Cadman
Problems (also by George), as an introduction, and to
read Progress and Poverty later.
Halfway through the book 1 came upon the chapter
headed "Slavery and Slavery." One must remember that
Henry George was about 21 years old when the American
Civil War broke out, and slavery was abolished. In Social
Problems George quotes a letter he received some years
later, from the son of a former slaveholder. A few years
after the war this man had returned to his old home
and had met one of his father's former slaves. This exslave's economic condition was then worse than when
he had been held in slavery. The fact was that the slaveowners owned all the land. The freed slaves had none.
And so, to get a living the freed slaves had no option
but to offer their services to the owners of the land
and in doing so were often forced to accept a lower standard of living than that which they enjoyed when they
were enslaved.
This illustration was a revelation to me. I saw, in a
flash, that a landless man is a helpless man, dependent
upon others for a chance to labour. If the landowners are grudging in offering jobs or in permitting
others to use their land then the competition of
landless men for a chance to labour would inevitably
force wages down. At this time, when reading Social
Problems, I had never heard of Ricardo, or of his "law
of rent" which demonstrates what I had then perceived.
CONTRASTING PHILOSOPHIES
Now to contrast Henry George's approach to economic problems with that of Karl Marx. Why were they
fundamentally different? The answer lies, I believe, in the
respective environments of the two men. Henry George
did not set out to become an economist. He was a printer and journalist with an inquiring mind. He migrated
from the eastern side of America, to California, where
he married and settled down. He took an interest in the
society around him. When the trans-continental railway
finally came to San Fransisco, thus linking California
with New York, the population cheered it as evidence of
progress. But Henry George observed that the U.S.
government had granted millions of acres of land to the
railway companies.
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As more people came to settle in California, Henry
George noticed that bare-footed children appeared on the
streets along with the carriages of the well-to-do, and
periodically there were thousands of men unemployed.
Yet California at this time was three-parts empty of
people. Why was it that poverty and unemployment were
appearing, where before there had been none?
Before he found the answer George made a trip to New
York and there beheld the contrasts of wealth and poverty
in the same city. Some time later, when back in California, the answer came to him.
Henry George discovered that poverty accompanies
material progress, in fact is caused by material progress,
because as population and invention increase land becomes much more expensive, and more difficult to get.
As a country fills up, those who possess the land are able
to rent it out to the landless would-be users, and can
themselves sit back in comfort, with the need to labour
lifted from them. Put into the fewest possible words the
truth is that "As land is necessary to labour, to command
the land is to command all the fruits of labour save
enough to enable labour to exist."
Karl Marx, however, lived in a very different environment to that of Henry George. Marx made his observations in a land-locked Europe, in a society where virtually all the land had been made into private property long
before his time. A society where there were dense populations of landless men seeking work at any price. Marx
lived at a time when, as now, most working men were
not independent producers, but were working under various employers for wages. It was perhaps natural that he
should see the factory owner as the man responsible for
"squeezing" his workpeople.
And so Marx came up with his theory of surplus
value. Because the workers could not employ themselves,
and because they necessarily had to be subservient to
their employers, Marx has defined "capitalism" as a social
relationship.
I have recently been looking into Marx's Capital and
have been struck with his observations in the final chapter "The Theory of Colonisation." In this chapter Marx
undermines most of what he had written in earlier pages,
for here he admits in plain words, that "the expropriation
of the labourer from the soil forms the basis of the capitalist mode of production." In other words, before you
can have capitalism in the Marxist sense you must first
take away the ordinary man's natural rights to the land
of this planet.
What was it that caused the rain of emigration from
Britain's shores during the 19th century? For several centuries before, the land tenure system here had been
changing. The common rights which for ages the common people enjoyed in the land of each parish, were bit
by bit being taken from them. The first half of the 19th
century saw the common rights to land virtually extinguished, and so from Britain, and Ireland, emigration to
the New World became a flood.
Consider now the United States in the closing years
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of last century. Along the eastern seaboard there was a
relatively dense population and a high degree of capitalist production. Wages there were not what they should
have been. As Henry George himself noticed, there was
in New York an abundance of poverty which would have
affrighted a heathen. And so the catchword of the day
was "Go west, young man, go west!"
Why go west? The simple answer was that anyone who
had the courage and ability to leave the delights of civilisation in the eastern U.S.A. and strike out and make a
home in the largely untrodden West, might find fortune
and security because "out west" there was land to be had
for nothing; land to be had free of rent.
And for those who did go west, and who did take up
more land than they needed, there was always the chance
that later, with increasing population, they could sell
or rent their surplus land, and finish up as rich men.
REAL PATH OF PROGRESS
How do we set about getting the kind of society
we all dream about?
The first thing is that as we recognise that everyone is
equally entitled to fife, so we must recognise that we
must all have equal rights to land—the means of life.
But equal rights to land does not necessarily mean
that we must use land in common. Our modern way of
life demands that most of us must have private possession of
certain plots, and so we have to find a way whereby we can
square private possession with equal rights. Henry George
solved this problem in a masterly fashion by pointing
out that economic rent, in each neighbourhood, represents exactly the benefits which social progress confers
upon each member of the community. The rental value of
land is not the creation of any one individual; it is the
creation of the community as a whole, and should therefore be taken to defray communal public expenses.
Henry George therefore proposed that, as fast as may
be, present taxation should be abolished and the economic
rental value of land be collected in its place. As regards
present taxation we all feel that nearly every tax is an
infringement of our right to retain what is ours.
This, then, was George's remedy for the maldistribution
of wealth, which is the most pressing problem of our
civilisation.
I have said little of capital. Few people, unless they
have studied economics, can give you a clear definition
of capital. But if we consider that wealth consists of the
tangible material things that men make from natural
resources; things such as food, clothing, houses, ships,
factories, machinery, then capital is merely that part of
wealth that is used to help us in making further wealth.
We all possess some capital. Capital is not the enemy of
the working man. Wages are not low because of the capitalist, but because of the landowner. The single tax on
land values would restore every man's equal rights to the
land and exploitation would be impossible. The surplus
value which Marx talks so much about, is really the rent
of land.
LAND
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UNIMPROVED SITE VALUE
ITS HISTORY, DEVELOPMENT
A N D DIFFICULTIES—2

By R. J. Maclachan, Director General of Land for New Zealand
This excellent contribution to the literature of site-value taxation is from the
New Zealand Valuer
The Government Valuation of Land
Act (1896)
In the same year the Government
Valuation of Land Act was passed. This
act established the position of ValuerGeneral who was charged with preparing "according to the best of his skill
and judgement a general valuation roll
of all landed property in the colony"
Unimproved value was defined as:
" . . . being the difference between the
total capital value of the whole property
and the total capital value of all
buildings and other improvements as
aforesaid."
Neither capital value nor improvements were defined but as the ValuerGeneral was to supply rolls to local
bodies where the system of rating on
capital value or unimproved value
was in force, the definitions in the
Rating Act and the Rating on Unimproved Value Act would apply.
By the end of 1896, the concept of
taxing and rating on land value had
been implemented but unimproved
value was to be determined by deducting the value of improvements
from the capital value. One can
imagine the efforts that were made
by owners and occupiers to establish a
low capital value and a high value of
improvements so that the unimproved
value would be kept as low as possible
or even to prove that the land had no
value whatsoever. Because the definitions were inadequate the position was
soon to prove unsatisfactory. Whilst
what was "improvements" was defined
fairly precisely, just how the value of
improvements was to be determined
was left undefined. Capital value was
tied to what the property would sell for
but it was on the basis of a cash transaction.
The Value of Improvements was
defined as:
"The sum by which the improvements
upon an owner's land increases its
value: Provided that the value of
improvements shall in no case be
deemed to be more than the cost of
such improvements estimated at the
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time of valuation, exclusive of the cost
of repairs and maintenance."
The present definition which is
"The added value which at the date of
valuation, the improvements give to
the land" replaced this in 1912. All
reference to cost was omitted.
The definition of "Improvements"
changed from one which listed each
individual type of improvements to
something similar to the one we know
today of "all work done" or materials
used at any time on or for the benefit
of the land by the expenditure of capital
or labour by any owner or occupier
thereof..."
There were three matters of importance in this change of definition in
1900:
1. The introduction of what we term
today "the willing buyer—willing seller" principle, with the sale on reasonable terms and conditions.
2. The concept of an unimproved
value assessed independently instead of
by deducting the value of improvements
from the capital value.
3. The change in definition of improvements and the assessment of their
value as the added value they give to
the land.
Any assessment of unimproved value
from this time on had to have regard to
the definition of what were improvements. What were improvements could
not be included in the unimproved
value and conversely what were not
improvements were prima facie part of
the unimproved value. Legislative
changes in definition since 1900 have
been confined mainly to the definition
of improvements.
In 1912 the definition of "Improvements" was tidied up without any
substantial alteration in meaning. It
did, however, clarify the position
where an owner had made a contribution either directly or by way of
special rates for the purpose of constructing within a county any road,
bridge, irrigation works, water races,
drainage works or river protection
works.

Unimproved Value Today
Today's definition of Unimproved
Value as set out in the Valuation of
Land Act 1951 is as follows:
"Unimproved Value of any land
means the sum which the owner's estate
or interest therein if unencumbered by
any mortgage or other charge thereon
might be expected to realise at the time
of valuation if offered for sale on such
reasonable terms and conditions as a
bona fide seller might be expected to
impose and if no improvements (as
hereinbefore defined) had been made
on the said land."
(In 1900 similar wording was used in
both the definition of Capital Value
and of Unimproved Value. In 1912
when another amendment was being
made, the word "require" in the
definition of Unimproved Value was
changed to "impose". The alteration
could have been accidental rather than
deliberate).
It has been written that in estimating
the unimproved value of a particular
piece of land the valuer has to regard
that piece of land as if it alone had not
been improved at the date of valuation
and ask himself what would be its
probable present condition if no capital
or labour had been expended upon it.
Having answered this question he has
then to determine what price the land
in such condition would sell for in the
open market at the date of valuation
assuming that everything else in the
country which effects selling values was
actually in its present conditionroads, railways and bridges constructed,
schools, facilities available, the proximity of these and other services,
improvements on all other lands duly
effected and in their present condition,
the prosperity or otherwise of the
Dominion reflected by current market
prices of stock and produce.
What has to be valued therefore is
the particular piece of land as if it were
in its natural state but with the rest of
the Dominion in its present state.
The definition of unimproved value,
involving as it does a hypothetical sale
of land without improvements on
reasonable terms and conditions,
originally gave wide scope for differences
of opinion in interpretation. But in the
years since 1900 many cases have been
argued before various courts both in
New Zealand and elsewhere and
gradually most of the uncertainty has
been removed.
We now know through a series of
cases of which an Australian one,
Spencer v. The Commonwealth is the
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earliest and probably the best known
that the hypothetical sale envisaged
must be between a vendor willing to sell
but not obliged to do so and an informed purchaser willing to trade but
not so anxious to do so that he would
overlook any ordinary business consideration. As a result actual sales which
do not conform to this willing sellerwilling buyer concept cannot be
accepted as evidence at their face value.
Such sales include those where the
vendor is forced to sell or where the
purchaser is most anxious to buy. Sales
requiring immediate cash or with little
or no deposit similarly cannot be
accepted as evidence without adjustment.
In the absence of a defined market for
a class of property, the actual owner

Letter$

to the

CIR,—There is much to be said for
^
the young economists in their
(nowadays) brave support of market
pricing as opposed to government
or
monopoly pricing (LAND &
LIBERTY, January & February).
However, I do not see that a fixed
charge levied on each consumer for
connecting him to the water supply
is in any way less arbitrary or more
in accord with free pricing than the
present absence of charge. Is a consumer situated five miles from the
mains supply to be charged the same
for connection as another consumer
only fifty yards from the mains? Or
is the consumer expected to supply
his own pipe to the mains and to be
charged only for, literally, connection? And why a "free allowance"?
Why not a charge for all water consumed? The principle of free pricing
seems to have been so watered down
in this essay as to be scarcely discernible.
The principle of free pricing also
eludes me in the proposition to pension off inefficient farmers. If the reward of failure is a government pension, there seems very little incentive
for the efficient.
Yours faithfully,
L . L . SEED

Guildford. Surrey.
UTOPIA ENDS IN
SORDID SQUABBLES
CIR,—May I reply to your editor^ ial note on my letter on "Site
Value Rating and Planning."
Surely it is undeniable that authoritarian town and country planning is
by its very nature arbitrary and must
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may be considered as a hypothetical
purchaser—Valuer General v. Wellington City Council (1933).
The unimproved value of any land
has to be assessed independently and
not by any method of subtraction of
the value of improvements from the
capital value. The first case dealing
extensively with this aspect was
Thomas v. Valuer-General (1918) and
the more recent judgements of the
Land Valuation Court have confirmed
the opinion given by the Chief Justice
in that case.
The decision of the Hawkes Bay Land
Valuation Committee in 1954 in respect
of land in the Patangata County is of
interest in that the proposition was put
forward by the Committee that the
unimproved value may exceed the

Editor

create economic and social anomalies
in any valuation.
Given a valuation based on the
economic rent of land the possibility
of "a man being taxed on a value he
was forbidden to use" would not
arise.
I attended many conferences of the
Town and Country Planning Association before the 1967 Act was introduced and at each one argued that
the taxation of the unimproved site
value of land was paramount before
any consideration of the planning of
land use. Since then, the planners
have had to amend their plans many
times because of the movement of
population, huge sums of taxpayers'
money has been spent on futile attempts to maintain industries in derelict areas and their promised Utopia
has become submerged in a sea of
sordid squabbles.
It is most important to realise that
the control of land use cannot be
divorced from economic planning
and that whoever exercises this control possesses supreme power over
the economic life of the community.
It is true that certain services are
inherently communal, but their provision should be entirely dependent on
universal acknowledgement and acceptance.
Yours faithfully
STEPHEN M A R T I N

Fordingbridge, Hants.

TN 497 farm sales recorded in the
Estates Gazette in 1967 the
average price per acre was £258,
compared with £242 in 1966.

capital value, in other words that
improvements may have minus value.
In this case it was shown that the land
in its more recent history had become
infested with large patches of manuka
and mingi which were not part of the
lands in their natural state and that
clearing of such growth was not an
improvement but a restoration of the
lands to their natural state. It is a
matter of conjecture whether the Land
Valuation Court would uphold this
decision.
What the definition of Unimproved
Value means, is now well established in
law and any difficulties faced today by
the valuer in assessing such a value can
be said to be more of a practical nature.
LACK OF FAITH IN
TOURISM
CIR—The Board of Trade has an^
nounced that the present scheme
of loans for providing assistance for
selected hotel developments will be
continued until March, 1968 while the
Government looks into the whole
question of investment in hotels. The
initial sum of £5 million voted for
this purpose is not fully committed.
The question must surely arise as
to why it is necessary for the government to assist the hotel industry
at all. It is hard to understand why
the industry is not able to borrow
money on the open market and finance its own improvements. If it is
impossible to make an acceptable
rate of return building new hotels
and improving older ones without
help from the taxpayers, why bother?
If tourists coming to this country
require a higher standard of accommodation than they can afford, this
is hardly an excuse for subsidising
their comforts. Again, if it is claimed that tourists are deterred from
visiting Britain by the lack of accommodation at a suitable price, one
would expect the action of the market
to restore the balance. Before we
know what is happening, each foreign
visitor will be entitled to one free
breakfast on the British taxpayer and
a bar of soap in a Union Jack
wrapper!
Somewhere the thought that balance of payments problems only arise
from fixed exchange rates seems to
have been lost in the Board of Trade
basement. Perhaps next year's tourists will be given a six-inch replica of
a Customs Officer to take home with
them.
Your faithfully,
I . BAREFOOT

Woking, Surrey.
LAND
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Miscellany
Who Owns What?
1 T A V I N G decided last October to
acquire
acres at Hartley, in
Kent, the Land Commission is now
making a general vesting declaration
for a further
acres.
All efforts to trace the owners of
the land have so far failed. Three
sites will be otfered to developers
and one to the local authority, which
owns adjoining land.
This action by the Land Commission emphasises the need for a comprehensive land ownership and valuation survey of the whole country.
This was to have been done in 1932
but the scheme was never started. If
land rent was taxed, provision could
be made that non-payment would
permit the land to be auctioned by
the taxing authority and retrospective
taxes charged against the new owner.

Cost of Rate Appeal
T ' H E Peachey Property Corporation.
the firm that argued that the
1963 valuation list for Paddington
and St. Marylebone should be quashed because purpose-built flats were
assessed
disproportionately
higher
than converted properties, has written
off £70.000 for legal costs against its
1967 profits.

Vacant Properties—
Opportunity Lost
TVURING the financial year ending
March, 1966, the Greater London
Council rate account was short of
nearly £124 million, written off as
irrecoverable. Just over £10 million
was in respect of 78,386 vacant properties, amounting to over three per
cent of the total expected rate yield.
The rating of empty properties was
made possible for the first time in
1967, but so far few London rating
authorities have opted to do so. With
three per cent of revenue escaping
through voids, the G.L.C. is turning
to lotteries to help capital financing
and proposes to sponsor legislation
for this purpose. Monthly prizes of
£100 00 are envisaged.
The G.L.C. would be much better
off if it re-introduced to Parliament
the 1939 L.C.C. Bill for rating site
values.

Incentives for Renewal
''TN ORDER to promote incentives
* to keep up and improve the value
of property, the tax structure should
be such that the person who improves
his property should pay proportionMARCH,
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ately less taxes than the person who
allows it to deteriorate. The heaviest
tax burden should be placed on those
v.ho allow property to rot. The inadequacies of the Urban Renewal
programme can readily be seen by
examination in any major city. It is
too slow. Cities would literally rot
away before a series of projects could
be started."—Councillor B. G. Mills,
City of Los Angeles, writing in the
California
Homeowner.

Surrey Building Land
at £4,575 a Plot
' T H E soaring price of quality building land was clearly demonstrated
at an auction yesterday when a 5.5
acre site at Cobham, Surrey, fetched
£91,500. That represents no less than
£4,575 per dwelling plot. The auctioneers, Mann and Co., expect this price
level to be confirmed at the end of
next month when several other parcels of land will be offered.
—The Financial Times.
February 2, 196S

"When Everyone's a
Somebody"
I T is an ironical and disquieting
A
thought that in a Government
that is stiff with economists no one
is economically minded. Millions are
being squandered irrationally.
Consider the Civil Service. Since
Labour came to power in 1964 it has
risen by 12 per cent. The wage bill
has risen by about 20 per cent.
The
ever - perceptive
Professor
Parkinson has been looking into this
trend. He calculates that by 2145
A.D., if the trend continues, half the
population will be employed on
national and local administration.
And A.D. 2195 will see a nation of
civil administrators! What will they
administer and who will pay the
wages and salaries if no one is left to
work on production?
Nor is it just a question of wages
and salaries. Civil servants have to
be housed. Office space must be provided and lighting and heating and
the rest.
Why so many extra hands are
needed? They are required to operate
all the idiotic restrictions and regulations introduced when trying out
theories irrelevant to our present
straits; they are required to sort out
the tangles arising from unworkable
taxation and "redeployment" schemes
spawned by the same wild theories.

If You Can Follow I t . . .
A Photograph in the Daily Mail,
January 26, showed a television
set completely dismantled. Of the
1,418 constituent parts, 1.415 were
made from imported raw materials;
only three parts were wholly British
made.
The accompanying article analysed
the probable cost increase brought
about by devaluation of the pound,
but the very high percentage of imported materials used should also
show the effect of import tariffs on
the final price.
Purchase tax further adds to the
price, and, of course, purchase tax
is levied on the import duty itself.
And, more to come, since devaluation
has increased import costs, it has
increased import taxes and purchase
taxes—and purchase tax on the additional import tax!

Inflation (1)
y A K I N G the value of the £ as 20s.
in 1964, its present value is
17s. lOd.
Taking the value of the £ as 20s.
in 1946, it now worth 9s. 6d.
—From a Commons answer.

Inflation (2)
A CCORDING to the Bank of Eng.land, the value of bank notes in
circulation in January, 1968 was
£3,104 million, an increase of £147
million over January last year.

Wisdom of Wallace
y O U cannot get a hand out without
handing-in some of your dignity,
character, individuality,
humanity
and priceless virtues.
—Phillip Wallace, Jamaica
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Analysis. Old Queen Street Paper 4.
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Is. Od.
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